Let F be a totally real number field of class number one, and let K be a CM-field with F as its maximal real subfield. For each positive integer N , we construct a class group of certain binary quadratic forms over F which is isomorphic to the ray class group of K modulo N . Assuming further that the narrow class number of F is one, we construct a class field of the reflex field of K in terms of the singular values of Hilbert modular functions.
Introduction
In the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae published in 1801 ( [8] ) Gauss introduced the direct composition on the set of primitive positive definite binary quadratic forms of given (even) discriminant, although he did not recognize the concept of a group. Eventually, in 2004, Bhargava first discovered higher composition laws and gave a simplification of Gauss' composition in terms of certain cubes of integers ( [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] ).
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and O be the order of discriminant D in K. And, let Q(D) be the set of primitive positive definite binary quadratic forms Q(x, y) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 of discriminant b 2 − 4ac = D on which the modular group SL 2 (Z) defines the proper equivalence as
For each Q(x, y) ∈ Q(d K ), we let ω Q be the zero of the quadratic polynomial Q(x, 1) lying in the complex upper half-plane H. Then, the modern algebraic number theory due to Dedekind enables us to have a bijection between the set of equivalence classes C(D) = Q(D)/ ∼ and the group C(O) of proper fractional O-ideals, namely,
where [ω Q , 1] = Zω Q + Z. Through this bijection we endow C(D) with the so-called Dirichlet composition so that it becomes an abelian group ( [6, (3.7) and Theorem 7.7] ). On the other hand, we know by the theory of complex multiplication on elliptic curves completed by Hasse that the ring class field H O of order O is generated by the j-invariant j(O) of the elliptic curve C/O. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism
( [9] or [6, Theorem 11.1 and Corollary 11.37]), and hence we obtain an isomorphism
Here, · stands for the complex conjugation. Before Hasse, Hecke constructed unramified abelian extensions of some biquadratic fields by means of singular values of Hilbert modular functions of two variables analogous to the j-function of the elliptic case ( [10] , [11] and [24] ). Later, Shimura succeeded in constructing unramified or ramified abelian extensions of certain CM-fields through the investigation on abelian varieties of the same type with complex multiplication and polarizations, and also the analysis of the points of finite order on abelian varieties ( [26] and [28] ). On the other hand, Zemkova recently gave a correspondence between binary quadratic forms over any number field F of narrow class number one and a certain ideal class group of a relative quadratic extension of F ( [31] ). See also [18] for the special case where F is real quadratic. In this paper, inspired by these results, we intend to extend the classical isomorphism in (1) to a general CM-field.
More precisely, we consider a CM-field K whose maximal real subfield F is of class number one. Denote by O K and O F the rings of algebraic integers in K and F , respectively. Since O F is a UFD, for a pair of elements a and b of O F not both zero, one can consider their greatest common divisor gcd(a, b) up to associate ([1, Definition 2.2 in Chapter V]). And we take an element ω K of K ∩ H such that O K = O F ω K + O F (Lemma 2.2), and let d K (< 0) be the discriminant of the minimal polynomial of ω K over F . For a positive integer N , let Q F (N, d K ) = {ax 2 +bxy+cy 2 ∈ O F [x, y] | gcd(a, b, c) = 1, a > 0, b 2 −4ac = d K , gcd(a, N ) = 1}.
Then the arithmetic subgroup
Q γ x y for some γ ∈ Γ F, 1 (N ) (Lemma 2.3 and Definition 2.5). As for the arithmetic subgroup, we refer to [26, §24.8] . Now, as the first main theorem of this paper, we shall explain that the set of equivalence classes
can be viewed as a group isomorphic to the ray class group C(N O K ) of K modulo N O K by verifying that the natural mapping
Next, the second main theorem exhibits the Hilbert 12th problem generating class fields in terms of singular values. To be precise, let (K, {ϕ i } g i=1 ) be a CM-type such that
with K * its reflex field. Assume further that the narrow class number of F is one. For the arithmetic subgroup
of GL 2 (F ), let A 0 (Γ + F, 1 (N ), Q) be the field of Hilbert modular functions for Γ + F, 1 (N ) with rational Fourier coefficients. And, we set
as a CM-point on H g in the sense of [26, §24.10] . Then we shall prove that the field
is a subfield of the ray class field K *
is the homomorphism induced from the reflex norm map (Theorem 9.5). To this end, we shall use the theory of complex multiplication of higher dimensional abelian varieties developed by Shimura, Taniyama and Weil. On the other hand, it is worthy of note that Ribet showed by utilizing the theory of modular forms and Galois representations that for each irregular prime p there exists an unramified abelian extension of the pth cyclotomic field Q(e 2πi/p ) whose Galois group is killed by p ( [19] and [23] ). Besides, over real quadratic fields Darmon, Lauder and Rotger suggested an approach to explicit class field theory by making use of techniques from p-adic modular forms and deformations of Galois representations ( [7] ).
Binary quadratic forms over the maximal real subfield
Throughout this paper, we let K be a CM-field with maximal real subfield F . This means that K is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field F . By O × F we mean the group of units in the ring of integers O F of F . Assumption 2.1. We assume that the class number h F of F is one so that O F is a PID.
Let Q F be the set of primitive positive definite binary quadratic forms over O F . That is, Q(x, y) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 (∈ O F [x, y]) belongs to Q F if and only if gcd(a, b, c) = 1, a > 0 and d Q < 0,
Although the following lemma appeared in [31, Proposition 1.1], we shall give its proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. By Assumption 2.1 and the fact [K : F ] = 2, we obtain
([21, Corollary to Proposition 7.46]). By changing ω 1 and ω 2 if necessary, we may assume
We then see that
Lemma 7.2 in Chapter I]) and
Hence it follows that ∆ 
From now on, we fix such an element ω in Lemma 2.2 and denote it by ω K . Let d K be the discriminant of the minimal polynomial of ω K over F , namely, if
Observe that d K is totally negative because F is totally real and K = F (ω K ) is totally imaginary. Furthermore, for each Q(x, y) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 ∈ Q F , let ω Q be the zero of the quadratic polynomial Q(x, 1) in H, that is,
For a positive integer N , we consider the subset Q F (N, d K ) of Q F given by
which is an arithmetic subgroup of GL 2 (F ).
Lemma 2.3. The group Γ F, 1 (N ) acts on the set Q F (N, d K ) as
We also see that
which shows that gcd(a ′ , N ) = 1. If Q ′ is not primitive, then the relation
implies that Q is not primitive, which yields a contradiction. Thus, Q ′ belongs to Q F (N, d K ).
We also establish that Q I 2 = Q and
Therefore, Γ F, 1 (N ) gives a well-defined action on Q F (N, d K ).
We write the set of equivalence classes as
3 Fractional ideals associated with quadratic forms Let I K (N O K ) be the group of fractional ideals of K relatively prime to N O K , and let P K, 1 (N O K ) be its subgroup given by
For each prime ideal p of O K , let n p be the exponent of p in the prime ideal factorization of N O K . For two elements ν and λ of K × , the multiplicative congruence
where v p is the exponential valuation corresponding to p ([14, §IV.1]). Let C(N O K ) be the ray class group of K modulo N O K , namely,
The aim of this section is to assign a ray class in C(N O K ) to each form class in C F (N, d K ).
Here, if we let ε = det(γ), then we get ε > 0 due to the fact aω Q , ω K ∈ H. Taking determinant on both sides of
and squaring, we obtain d Q = ε 2 d K .
Conversely, assume that
Since aω Q is a zero of the polynomial
we achieve the inclusion
On the other hand, we see from (3) that
Note that
Since aω 2 Q + bω Q + c = 0, we see that
from which we obtain the inclusion aaa ⊆ O K . On the other hand, we deduce from (4) that (iii) Assume that a is relatively prime to N O K . Since aa = 1 a O K by (ii), we must have gcd(a, N ) = 1.
Conversely, assume that gcd(a, N ) = 1. Since
Here we recall that O F is a UFD by Assumption 2.1. We claim that a ′ | a. Otherwise, a ′ ∤ a and there is an irreducible element ν in O F such that ν n | a ′ but ν n ∤ a for some n ∈ Z >0 . We then attain by (5) 
In a similar way, we see a | a ′ , from which we obtain a = εa ′ for some ε ∈ O × F such that ε > 0 owing to the fact a, a ′ > 0. It then follows from (5) that b = εb ′ and c = εc ′ , and hence Q = εQ ′ . Moreover, since
and ε > 0, we achieve Q = Q ′ , as desired.
, then we have
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we get
We then derive ω Q = γ(ω Q ′ ) by Remark 2.4, and so
Let a ′ be the coefficient of x 2 in Q ′ . We note by the facts a ′ ω Q ′ ∈ O K and
Furthermore, since gcd(a ′ , N ) = 1, we obtain
Thus it follows that (
by (6) .
We then deduce
Since
and ω Q , ω Q ′ ∈ H, we get det(γ) > 0 and ω Q = γ(ω Q ′ ). And, we have
Letting a ′ be the coefficient of
by Remark 2.4 and (7), we attain ω Q γ = ω Q ′ , and so Q ′ = Q γ by Lemma 3.3. Therefore we
which is a well-defined injection by Proposition 3.4.
Form class groups as ray class groups
In this section, we shall prove our first main theorem which asserts that C F (N, d K ) can be regarded as a group isomorphic to the ray class group C(N O K ).
Hence we get by (10)
and so we derive that
This holds by (9) that ub a , uc a ∈ O F , so we have a | u by the fact gcd(a, b, c) = 1. It then follows from (11)
On the other hand, since we are assuming that
This yields [aω Q 0 , 1] F = O K , and hence
by Lemma 3.1. Observe that the form Q = 1 ε Q 0 belongs to Q F (1, d K ) and satisfies
The second assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 (iii). Proof. Let C ∈ C(N O K ). One can always take an integral ideal a in the class C −1 ([14, Lemma 2.3 in Chapter IV]), and also take ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ K × such that
because O K is a free O F -module of rank 2 and O F is a PID by Assumption 2.1 ([12, Theorem 6.1 in Chapter IV]). Since 1 ∈ a −1 , one can express 1 as
Now we claim that gcd(N, u, v) = 1. (15), we write 1 as
We then obtain by (16) and (17) that
Hence there exists a matrix
Let z = γ(ξ) (∈ K ∩ H). Then we deduce that
Here we observe by (13) and (14) that
since a is relatively prime to N O K . Thus we obtain by (18) that
Moreover, there is a form Q in Q F (N, d K ) with ω Q = z by Lemma 4.1. Therefore we achieve
which proves that φ K, N is surjective.
Proof. By Propositions 3.4 and 4.3, the map φ K, N :
One can regard C F (N, d K ) as a group isomorphic to C(N O K ) by endowing it with a group structure so that φ K, N becomes an isomorphism.
Totally positivity
Under the assumption that F has narrow class number one, we shall show that each form class [Q] in C F (N, d K ) has a "totally positive" representative, which is essential to introduce a CM-point associated with [Q].
Then we see by Remark 2.4 that
and so
and so ω Q α = ω Q ′ . Thus we attain by Lemma 3.3 that Q ′ = Q α , and hence
For ν ∈ F , we write ν ≫ 0 when it is totally positive. Let
) be a CM-type. That is, {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ g , ϕ 1 ρ, ϕ 2 ρ, . . . , ϕ g ρ} is exactly the set of all embeddings of K into C, where ρ stands for the complex conjugation. Throughout this section, we fix a CM-type (K, {ϕ i } g i=1 ) in such a way that
Note that ϕ i (z) = ϕ i (z) for all z ∈ K and i = 1, 2, . . . , g
([26, Lemma 18.2 (i)]).
Proof. The "⇐= " part is clear due to Lemma 5.1.
Conversely, assume that [Q] = [Q ′ ] in C F (N, d K ). Then we have
by Lemma 5.1. Let Q = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 . Since ϕ i (a) > 0, ϕ i (w K ) ∈ H (i = 1, 2, . . . , g) and F is totally real, we derive that
It then follows that
In a similar way to (21) , one can also show that ϕ i (−ω Q ′ ) ∈ H. Thus we claim by (22) that det(γ (i) ) > 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , g) ([30, Lemma 1.1]), and hence γ ∈ Γ + F, 1 (N ).
Assumption 5.3. From now one, we assume that the narrow class number h + F of F is one.
Lemma 5.4. We have
Proof. Let Q = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 ∈ Q F (N, d K ). Since we are assuming h + F = 1, we get
and so a ′ = ζa for some ζ ∈ O × F such that ζ > 0.
If we let
then we conclude that
This completes the proof.
Ray class invariants
Throughout this section, we let f = f (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z g ) be a Hilbert modular function for Γ + F, 1 (N ) with rational Fourier coefficients, and let C ∈ C(N O K ). We shall define a ray class invariant f (C) of C as a singular value of f .
First, take an integral ideal c in the ray class C ([14, Lemma 2.3 in Chapter IV]).
Lemma 6.1. There are elements ξ 1 and ξ 2 of K such that c −1 = [ξ 1 , ξ 2 ] F and ϕ i (ξ) ∈ H with ξ = ξ 1 ξ 2 (i = 1, 2, . . . , g).
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 5.4, we have
So, we get
If we take ξ 1 = νω Q and ξ 2 = ν, then we see that c −1 = [ξ 1 , ξ 2 ] F and
because a ≫ 0 and ϕ i (ω K ) ∈ H. Now, let ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ be as in Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. The matrix A satisfies the following properties. Proof. (i) Let A = a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 . We attain by (25) that
([30, Lemma 1.1 in Chapter I]). Since ϕ i (ω K ) and ϕ i (ξ) belong to H by (19) and (23), we achieve from (26) that ϕ i (det(A)) > 0, and hence det(A) ≫ 0.
(ii) Again by (25), we have
We then derive that Since c is relatively prime to N O K , we should have gcd(det(A), N ) = 1.
Letting d = det(A), we obtain d ≫ 0 and gcd(d, N ) = 1 by Lemma 6.2. Moreover, since the reduction
Definition 6.3. We define
).
Proposition 6.4. The value f (C) is a ray class invariant of C. That is, f (C) depends only on C, not on the choice of c, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , A 1 .
Proof. Let c ′ be an integral ideal in C, and let ξ ′ 1 and ξ ′ 2 be elements of K such that
Note by Lemma 6.2 that det(A ′ ) ≫ 0 and det
Therefore we establish
from which we obtain
Here, one can show by (23) and (28) 
This yields
We then see that (25) and (29) 
and hence N A ′′ = A ′ B − A. And, we know that
Here, we observe that
Thus, if we let d ′ = det(A ′ ) and A ′ 1 be a matrix in SL 2 (O F ) such that
Now, we derive that
by (32) and the fact that f is modular for Γ + F, 1 (N )
. . , ϕ g (ξ)) by (31) .
This proves that f (C) is independent of the choice of c, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , A 1 .
by Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 5.4, then we have
Proof. Let Q = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 . If we set e = |(O F /N O F ) × |, then we have
And, we may take c = a e [ω Q , 1] F as an integral ideal of K belonging to the ray class C. Since
If we take ξ 1 = − 1 a e−1 ω Q and ξ 2 = 1 a e−1 , then we see that
by (20) and (24) . We also deduce that
by (33). Therefore we obtain by Definition 6.3 that
. . , ϕ g (−ω Q )) because f is modular for Γ + F, 1 (N ).
Functions on the canonical model
We shall devote the following two sections to review some necessary consequences in the theory of complex multiplication of abelian varieties due to Shimura. Let a be the set of archimedean primes of F and h be the set of nonarchimedean primes of F . We denote by
Let S h be a compact subgroup of G h containing an open subgroup of D h , and set
which is an arithmetic subgroup of G (֒→ GL 2 (R) g ), and let k S be the subfield of the maximal abelian extension Q ab of Q corresponding to Q × A ∩ F × det(S). Then one can canonically assign a model (V S , ϕ S ) to the Hilbert modular variety Γ S \H g , where V S is a certain normal projective variety rational over k S which is isomorphic to the Satake compactification Γ S \(H g ) * through an isomorphism ϕ S : Γ S \(H g ) * → V S ([26, Theorem 26.3]). We denote by
For details of this canonical model (V S , ϕ S ), one can refer to [25] .
We call a point w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w g ) of H g a CM-point (in Hilbert modular case) associated with the CM-type (K,
See [26, §24.10 and Proposition 24.13].
Lemma 7.1. Let w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w g ) and w ′ = (w ′ 1 , w ′ 2 , . . . , w ′ g ) be CM-points on H g . If
then w = γw ′ for some γ ∈ Γ S .
Proof. Suppose that the canonical model (V S , ϕ S ) of the Hilbert modular variety Γ S \H g satisfies V S ⊆ P m (C) and ϕ S = [φ 0 : φ 1 : · · · : φ m ]. Since ϕ S (w) belongs to an affine space A m (C), we have
Since φ j φ i ∈ K S for all j = 0, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , m, we get by the assumption (34) that
This implies that w and w ′ represent the same point on Γ S \H g , and hence w = γw ′ for some γ ∈ Γ S .
Let K be the field of Hilbert modular functions for some arithmetic subgroups of G with Fourier coefficients in Q ab ([26, §25.4-25.5] ). Furthermore, let G = D A GG a+ and G + = G ∩ G A+ which are subgroups of G A since D A and G a+ are normal in G A ([27, §II.8]).
Proposition 7.2. There exists a homomorphism
Proof. See [26, Theorem 26.8] .
By A 0 (Γ S , k S ) we mean the field of Hilbert modular functions for Γ S with Fourier coefficients in k S , and let
where [ · , Q] : Q × A → Gal(Q ab /Q) is the Artin map for Q.
Proof. See [26, Theorem 26.4] .
Here, a unit µ in O F is given for an element β of D h so that it does not vary according to each component β v . 
and v ∈ h is arbitrary, we get by (36) that a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ∈ O F and a 1 ≡ µ, a 3 ≡ 0 (mod N O F ).
(37)
Applying the same argument to α −1 ∈ Γ S , we derive that every entry of α −1 belongs to O F , and hence det(α)
by (37), we obtain
which holds Γ S ⊆ Γ + F, 1 (N ). Now, let γ = c 1 c 2 c 3 c 4 ∈ Γ + F, 1 (N ), and so det(γ) ≫ 0 and
It then follows from (38) that
which shows that γ belongs to Γ S . Therefore we achieve Γ + F, 1 (N ) ⊆ Γ S , and hence Γ S = Γ + F, 1 (N ). Moreover, since Q × A ∩ F × det(S) = Q × A , we conclude k S = Q.
(ii) Since ∆ S ⊆ S, we get A 0 (Γ S , k S ) = K S by Lemma 7.3.
Shimura's reciprocity law
In this section, we shall briefly introduce Shimura's reciprocity law applied to singular values of Hilbert modular functions, from which we will be able to analyze the behavior of the invariant f (C) defined in §6 under a certain Galois group. Take any finite Galois extension L of Q containing K. Let T = {σ ∈ Gal(L/Q) | σ| K = ϕ i for some i = 1, 2, . . . , g},
Let K * be the subfield of L corresponding to H * with {ψ j } n j=1 the set of all embeddings of K * into C obtained from the elements of T * . Then, it is well known that (K * , {ψ j } n j=1 ) is a primitive CM-type and
This CM-type is independent of the choice of L, and called the reflex of (K, {ϕ i } g i=1 ) ([26, Proposition 28 in Chapter II]). We consider a group homomorphism
which can be continuously extended to the homomorphism g : (K * ) × A → K × A of idele groups. Furthermore, we have a homomorphism g : Here we observe that We then achieve that 1 and (39) , we obtain a homomorphism
of ray class groups. For the element ξ of K described in §6, let
be the regular representation with respect to the ordered basis {ξ, 1} of K over F , namely, h ξ is defined by the relation
Proposition 8.2 (Shimura's reciprocity law). Let f = f (z 1 , x 2 , . . . , z g ) be a Hilbert modular function for an arithmetic subgroup of GL 2 (F ) with Fourier coefficients in Q ab . Suppose that f is finite at (ϕ 1 (ξ), ϕ 2 (ξ), . . . , ϕ g (ξ)). Then, (i) f (ϕ 1 (ξ), ϕ 2 (ξ), . . . , ϕ g (ξ)) belongs to the maximal abelian extension K * ab of K * .
where [ · , K * ] : (K * ) × A → Gal(K * ab /K * ) is the Artin map for K * . 9 Generation of class fields over the reflex field Finally, we shall prove our second main theorem which shows that the singular values of Hilbert modular functions in A 0 (Γ + F, 1 (N ), Q) generate the subfield of K * (N ) corresponding to Ker(g N ) over K * .
Proof. See [26, p. 172 ]. (1 − q n+r 1 e 2πir 2 )(1 − q n−r 1 e −2πir 2 ) (q = e 2πiτ , τ ∈ H).
Suppose that K is an imaginary quadratic field. Then K * is nothing but K itself. Let n be a proper nontrivial ideal of O K in which N is the least positive integer, and let C ∈ C(n). Take any ideal c of O K belonging to the ray class C, and take ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ K × such that nc −1 = [ξ 1 , ξ 2 ] and ξ = ξ 1 ξ 2 ∈ H.
Since N is contained in nc −1 , it can be written as N = aξ 1 + bξ 2 for some a, b ∈ Z.
Then, the Siegel-Ramachandra invariant g(C) is defined by
b N ] (ξ) 12N which is independent of the choice of c, ξ 1 and ξ 2 . This invariant lies in the ray class field K n and satisfies g(C) σn(C ′ ) = g(CC ′ ) (C ′ ∈ C(n)), where σ n : C(n) → Gal(K n /K) is the Artin map. For the detailed arithmetic and algebraic properties of Siegel functions and Siegel-Ramachandra invariants, one can refer to [16] or [22] , [29] . Then we get by Lemmas 6.5 and 7.1 that (ϕ 1 (−ω Q ), ϕ 2 (−ω Q ), . . . , ϕ g (−ω Q )) = γ(ϕ 1 (−ω Q ′ ), ϕ 2 (−ω Q ′ ), . . . , ϕ g (−ω Q ′ )) for some γ ∈ Γ + F, 1 (N ). Since ϕ 1 = id K , we get −ω Q = γ(−ω Q ′ ), and hence [Q] = [Q ′ ] in C F (N, d K ) by Lemma 5.1. But, this contradicts C = C ′ . Therefore we conclude that there exists f ∈ A 0 (Γ + F, 1 (N ), Q) such that f (C) is finite and f (C) = f (C ′ ).
Theorem 9.5. The field
is a subfield of the ray class field K * (N ) for which
Gal(L C /K * ) ≃ C(N O K * )/Ker(g N ).
Moreover, it is independent of C. Therefore we achieve by the Galois theory that L C is independent of C and Gal(K * (N ) /L C ) ≃ Ker(g N ).
Moreover, since K * (N ) /K * is an abelian extension, we obtain
